Join world-renowned Amory Lovins, from the Rocky Mountain Institute, and Dr. Holmes Hummel, founder of Clean Energy Works, to learn about extreme energy efficiency! We will cover exciting topic areas in this experiential learning course.

E³: Extreme Energy Efficiency
CEE 107R / 207R
WINTER QUARTER 2021, REMOTE
WEDNESDAYS 5:30PM-8:20PM PT

AMORY LOVINS  HOLMES HUMMEL

Buildings – Mobility – Industry – RE Integration – Innovation

“Engaging, intense, informative, exhausting at times, wonderful, completely worthwhile.”
- Student, 2020

“This is the best class I’ve taken so far.” - Student, 2018

OPEN TO UNDERGRAD AND GRAD STUDENTS ACROSS ALL SCHOOLS
NO APPLICATION

Visit energy.stanford.edu/extreme-energy-efficiency for more information

Questions? Contact Bianca Patel at bdpatel@stanford.edu